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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the 
sender]
 Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: ‘ps2211’)

Brothers,
It's that time again. There are a number of things we need to be doing to prepare for General Assembly:

1. Participating in committee work
2. Volunteering for a General Assembly Committee of Commissioners 

The primary issues related to this assembly revolve around last year's action of the Cooperative Ministries 
Committee (CMC), a committee composed - among others - of the heads of each permanent committee and the
last five moderators of the General Assembly. Last year the CMC, in keeping with it's charter to propose any 
changes beneficial to furthering the work of the church, proposed a study committee on the role of women in 
ministry. We expect the committee to bring a final report this year. Due heavy conflict surrounding the 
recommendation of the CMC, some believe that the committee overstepped by proposing a study committee 
through the Administrative committee instead of presbytery overture, we anticipate a number of overtures 
seeking to restrict the work of the CMC. There will also be overtures seeking to block the reception of the 
report from the women in ministry study committee. Expect a few overtures that seek to preemptively limit the
"damage" of the report by "clarifying" BCO language (no women deacons, etc.).

1. News
-Six overtures have officially been received by the Stated Clerk. Any necessary discussions will take place a 
little closer to the assembly - probably in May - on the NP website.
-Overture 2 from Calvary seeks to give BCO 59 full constitutional status, the aim to make statements like, 
"marriage is between one man and one woman" more clearly a part of our constitution, and driven by concerns
over PCA ministers eventually being compelled to officiate same-sex marriages. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-2-Calvary-BCO-59-Marriage.pdf
-Overture 3 from Westminster seeks to dismiss, with apologies, the women in ministry study committee. The 
Assembly would be apologizing for their previous action. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/12/Overture-3-Westminster-Role-of-Women.pdf
-Overture 4 from Northwest Georgia seeks to specify that the role of Elder or Deacon is not open to 
women. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-4-Northwest-Georgia-Add-BCO-24-
11.pdf
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-Overture 5 from Rocky Mountain seeks to further elaborate on the role of Elder. Perhaps some helpful 
additions to a section that is far too thin. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-5-
Rocky-Mtn-BCO-8-1-8-3.pdf
-Overture 6 from Gulfstream is another attempt to strengthen constitutional documents against same-sex 
marriage views and practices. This one wants to see additional proof texts in our confession regarding 
marriage. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-6-Gulfstream-WCF-add-proof-texts.pdf

2. Action items:
First: Sign up for Nominating Committee OR Review of Presbytery Records
PERMANENT COMMITTEES:
We’ve mentioned the value of participation in the Review of Presbytery Records committee and the 
Nominating Committee as two key ways you can do your part to preserve the health of our denomination. 
Participation in the NP means, at a minimum, that you will be involved in helping to fill committee spots from 
your presbytery. Either volunteer yourself for open slots on RPR and the Nominating Committee (The NC 
recommends members for the permanent committees and the SJC to the floor of the General Assembly) or find
a friend in your presbytery to volunteer. Your Winter meeting is the likely point for nominations to these 
committees. The Nominating Committee is a one-day meeting in Atlanta, Saturday March 25th. Your travel 
and accommodation (you will likely travel Friday night for this meeting) is reimbursed by the denomination. 
Review of Presbytery Records meets for a few days during one week in May, your travel and accommodation 
is reimbursed for this meeting.

Review of Presbytery Records: Serving on RPR is a three-day commitment May 31-June 2 - and the PCA 
pays the expenses. This committee reviews the minutes presbyteries submit to the General Assembly to ensure 
the minutes of presbytery are in order – that is, there are no strange deviations, exceptions recorded that strike 
at the vitals of our system, etc. What sounds perhaps mild-mannered has become a battleground for theological
axe-grinding. While there are many who seek to serve on this committee for less litigious reasons, there are 
others who see RPR as an opportunity to move the lines of orthodoxy in the PCA. It is always necessary to 
have wise and qualified men serving in this committee to ensure that our denomination is accurately 
represented in these discussions. 

Committee of Commissioners. This is the committee work done on site at the General Assembly
TE Joel St. Clair put together a helpful priority list for committee work:

TIER 1 - Playing with the New England Patriots of the polity world
- Overtures (TE)
- Overtures (RE)
- MTW
- Admin
- Interchurch Relations

TIER 2 - Rookie league (or grizzly veterans who need to rest their hurting/broken bodies) from a polity 
perspective
- CTS
- MNA
- CDM
- RUM

TIER 3 - These are where they hand out participation medals to everyone serving;
- Foundation
- CC
- RBI
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- Ridgehaven

-Contact your presbytery's clerk and simply ask to be assigned to a committee. Your process may involve a 
nominating committee for your presbytery or they may appoint anyone willing. Don't be afraid to be bold; we 
all have a right to do the work of the broader church, even if the same people seem to serve every year. speak 
up. 

-You can register for the Overtures committee up to the day it meets, the Monday of the assembly. Would you 
consider filling an empty spot in your presbytery? The committee debate will be sharp and particularly 
important this year. 

3. Calendar: 
June 12-16:    The Assembly meets in Greensboro, NC (which is in the south, incredibly)
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the 
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 Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: ‘ps2211’)

Brothers,

It's time to prep for General Assembly. If you've wondered why you haven't received many partnership emails 
it is partly due to the fact that I'm trying not to wear us all out before we hit Greensboro. So let's dig in. 

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


1. News

There are 25 overtures; I'll narrow it down to the more interesting ones:

-Overture 2 from Calvary seeks to give BCO 59 full constitutional status, the aim to make statements like, 
"marriage is between one man and one woman" more clearly a part of our constitution, and driven by concerns
over PCA ministers eventually being compelled to officiate same-sex marriages. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-2-Calvary-BCO-59-Marriage.pdf

-Overture 4 from Northwest Georgia seeks to specify that the role of Elder or Deacon is not open to 
women. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-4-Northwest-Georgia-Add-BCO-24-
11.pdf

-Overture 5 from Rocky Mountain seeks to further elaborate on the role of Elder. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-5-Rocky-Mtn-BCO-8-1-8-3.pdf

-Overture 6 from Gulfstream is another attempt to strengthen constitutional documents against same-sex 
marriage views and practices. This one wants to see additional proof texts in our confession regarding 
marriage. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-6-Gulfstream-WCF-add-proof-texts.pdf

-Overture 11 from Chesapeake seeks to allow minority reports in judicial commissions (this motion was 
previously referred back in order to correct langugage): http://www.pcaac.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-11-Chesapeake-Presbytery-BCO-15-3.pdf

-Overture 17 from Pacific Northwest seeks to charge presbyteries to have a clarifying discussion with 
candidates seeking to opt-out of social security regarding their theological reasons for doing 
so: http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-17-Pacific-NW-candidates-Soc-Security.pdf

-Overture 25 presented to Suncoast by the Session of Auburn Road Presbyterian Church but REJECTED has 
been sent ahead by that session, the overture seeks to influence and support parents to place their children in 
formal christian education rather than secular schools that are "wholy opposed" to 
Christ. http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-25-Auburn-Rd-PC-Christian-
Education.pdf

OVERTURES SEEKING TO CHANGE THE ROLE OF THE CMC

In some of the speeches from the floor opposing the formation of the Women in Ministry Study Committee, 
there was doubt cast on the proper role of the Cooperative Ministries Committee and whether it should be able 
to present business before a committee of the Assembly (in this case, the Administrative Committee). My own 
view is that the CMC cannot plan without the ability to move business; I'm sure we've all experienced 
committees that are all rudder and no sail. These overtures have in common a desire to shrink the profile of the
CMC in regards to Assembly business.

-Overture 7 from Northern New England seeks to "remove long-range planning" from the CMC 
charter http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-7-N.-New-England-RAO-7-3.c.pdf

-Overture 18 from James River seeks to bind the Assembly from creating Ad Interim committees (e.g. study 
committees) without presbytery overture: http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Overture-18-
James-River-RAO-IX.pdf
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CAL BOROUGHS' RESPONSE TO THE WIMSC REPORT

You can read and interact with Cal here (or on the FB page mentioned 
below): http://thenationalpartnership.com/response-to-wimsc-cal-boroughs/2017/5/23/response-to-wimsc-cal-
boroughs

2017 NP GA DISCUSSION VIA CLOSED FACEBOOK GROUP

I realize this may limit some of you who are not connected via facebook. If you propose to ask specific 
questions seeking a discussion I will post those questions on the website then direct traffic there through this 
email list. Because so much discussion happens on social media I thought it may encourage further resourcing 
of one another if we choose a more engaging platform. The group is closed, so it can be located via search 
(though eventually I'll make it secret - in which case you'll need to email me to join), but here's the 
link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/237759476709705/

I'll post the overtures for discussion on that page, and any other pertinent info.  

 

2. Action items:

-Please let us know if you are on a Committee of Commissioners for GA. I will post those group memberships 
so you can connect if you have a question about something going on in a particular committee. 

-READ THE WIMSC REPORT. It's important to form your own conclusions about the findings of the study 
committee before engaging in discussion. This will be the primary topic of discussion during the week. Here's 
a link to the report: http://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Women-Serving-in-Ministry-of-
Church-Ad-Interim-Report-2017.pdf

Irwyn Ince, NP member and chairman of the committee wrote a helpful brief intro to the work of the 
committee and I'm sharing it here with his permission:

"Brothers, let me share some foundational (and other) thoughts with you about our committee's makeup, goals, and 
work. I hope that what I write here is helpful, provides clarity, and encourages you that we've taken a healthy step 
forward. Much of what I'm about to say I'll repeat in the seminar at GA, but there are other things that I'm only 
going to say here.

Our Makeup. George Robertson did an excellent job in selecting the committee members (I only question his 
selection of convener!). With regard to special committees appointed to investigate a question, Robert's Rules says it
is important that all the different views of the membership be reflected in the committee members. This is what 
George did. He wrote to me earlier this week and said by far this is the most difficult and potentially incendiary task 
that our Church has taken up in the three decades he's served the PCA. So, although the members' views may differ, 
he wanted people who would put the peace and purity of the Church before themselves. Also note the point made in 
lines 30-38 on page 2404 of the report. He fought for the establishment of this study committee and was thankfully 
sustained.

Our Goals. Given the diversity of views on our committee I made a strategic decision at the outset. I can rightly be 
criticized on this point, so feel free to do so. I made it clear to the committee that we were going to pursue a 
consensus report. This meant that everyone was going to have to give on certain points. We could have easily 
pressed into two camps on the committee. That approach would've inevitably lead to a majority and a minority 
report. What would follow from this is a blood bath on the floor of GA over the issue of women in the diaconate, 
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and a significant potential to lose the middle over the broader issue of women in the ministry of the church. I was 
determined to pursue a course that would move the conversation on that issue forward without making this GA all 
about women deacons. That is only a PART of our non-health as a denomination when it comes to women. The 
report has holes for sure, but I believe it is clear throughout that we are calling our church to stop the detrimental 
way of talking about women in terms of what they cannot do in the church, and to joyfully pursue how women are 
called to use their gifts for the blessing of the church. This calling is well beyond our overly patriarchal (and often 
mysogynistic) approach to ministry.

Our Work. Another determination that I and the committee made was that we would report in one year and not 
request an extension. This was a strategic decision that came with understanding that our report would not be all that
it could be. We would be opening ourselves to even more criticism because there are plenty of people who have 
personally or corporately studied this issue and will point to things we didn't consider or left out. At the same time, I 
do stand by our work as a whole. When it comes to the animating (in this group and elsewhere) recommendations 
that come from our work, understand that the committee's view is that we are taking a step forward. They're not 
intended to be an end to dialogue, but a way of engaging the start of dialogue. Please note that it says "select and 
appoint godly women of the congregation to assist the ORDAINED leadership." This isn't just about deacons. We 
are calling for sessions and presbyteries to appoint women to assist the elders as well. We are saying that we need 
godly women to assist the session in its work, and that our churches need to be intentional in identifying and making
room for women who are gifted in shepherding."

3. Calendar: 

June 12-16:    The Assembly meets in Greensboro, NC (which is in the south, incredibly)

More next week. 
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Leading up to the 2006 establishment of the CMC, was anyone on this list involved in the creation of 
the CMC charter? I'm asking specifically because we will hear at this year's GA, again, that the CMC



wasn't designed to do this kind of strategic planning. Can anyone help me here? Please let me 
know.

JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

wanted to give you visibility on what's taken place so far at the Assembly and what to expect today. 
As always, please know that where I am advocating (in particular for the moderator vote), I am 
speaking as one man. I am both grateful and indebted for your willingness to vote your conscience; 
I've had my mind changed by more than one of you speaking your mind. 

-----

PRE GA MEETINGS

The Overtures and Administrative Committees of Commissioners meet on Monday of the assembly 
week. Yesterday both finished their business without much complication. Overtures will feature a 
couple of minority reports but the Admin committee was completely smooth (in contrast to last year 
when the Ad Interim committee on Women in Ministry was debated).

OVERTURES

The report of this committee happens Thursday. We will update you with voting time updates. There 
was not much this year to do in the OC, thankfully. But there are three items worth discussing:



-Overture 2. This overture seeks to grant BCO 59 (the solemnization of marriage) full constitutional 
authority. We heard a few speeches stating that we need to do more to protect our pastors and, in 
particular, chaplains from prosecution when they decline to perform same-sex marriages. The idea is
that some might view 59-3 as immaterial because it "lacks constitutional authority." This overture, 
which probably was the most heavily-debated item of the day, passed 54-45. I am a signatory for the
minority report, asking the assembly to reject the overture. The rationale for rejecting the overture 
stems from the fact that:

1. BCO 59 already clearly spells out the orthodox position on marriage. It seems to be without 
question that we expect ministers to follow this injunction, even without the same constitutional 
power as other chapters in the book. 

2. There is, of course, good reason why we would not make this chapter constitutional in the first 
place: this is an issue more appropriate for our standards, and WCF 24 is not at all ambiguous, a 
document we subscribe to as ministers in the PCA. In other words, "one man, one woman" 
already has constitutional authority in the PCA

3. So the question might be asked: why not do it anyway? One man in the OC rose to say that in a 
storm, when the winds are blowing, it isn't redundant to place another tent stake. Fair enough. But let
me add to the illustration: while it may not be redundant to add a tent stake to your tent, 
it is redundant to add one to your house. WCF 24 is more than sufficient, as is BCO 59 as-is. But this
isn't a simple argument for the status quo. Making BCO 59 constitutional this way, and for this 
reason, without any thought to what might be unintended consequences of the other items in the 
chapter (for instance 59-4,5 which are clearly words of guidance for families. How do you enforce 
these?). The remedy is far too weak, and the problem already solved. 

-Overture 7 was one attempt to limit the power of the CMC by removing strategic planning from their
profile. As I said previously, I felt this overture would create a team with all rudder and no sail, 
wasting everyone's time. The anxiety of those proposing the overture was that this allows the CMC 
to function as its own presbytery, making overtures to the assembly without being forced to work 
through a presbytery, the natural "vetting" process for overtures that allows us to retain a "bottom-up"
polity. In the committee we amended the overture by retaining the strategic planning "sail" language 
but ensuring that any overtures must still work through presbyteries. RE Jay Neikirk proposed this 
elegant solution and the room was grateful for a way out of the debate. I'm glad to support it. 

-Overture 18 was another attempt to limit the CMC by insisting that all Ad-Interim (e.g. study) 
committees must come via overture. The debate on this motion was light, I'm not sure why, and it 
passed overwhelmingly. One problem with this overture is that without the ability for permanent 
committees to propose AICs we would not have had the Women in Ministry Study Committee and 
the Insider Movement Study Committee, both of which have been very beneficial to the church. 
While I understand the continuing worry about the CMC's scope, and preserving the traditional lines 
of polity in the PCA, I am concerned that in limiting the CMC we are removing the potential of 
permanent committees, which may be far more in touch with a particular issue, will be forced to wait 
until they can work through a presbytery to receive help. I'm also not crazy about the idea that we 
cannot trust our committees enough to allow them to simply propose an AIC themselves. I do not 
think this ability would threaten, at all, the character of our polity. Let's trust our committees, since 
we're the ones in them. 



NOTE: there will be a minority report on Overture 5 which further clarifies the role of an Elder. The 
committee worked on the overture's language. Though the overture was defeated the minority will 
present what they believe to be helpful additions to BCO-8. While I'm not in favor - there's much we 
could and probably should revisit about the description of an Elder's ministry - I'd much rather take 
one swing at the whole chapter via study committee. 

DAY 2

MODERATOR VOTE

Tonight, at 9pm, we will vote on the moderator for the General Assembly. The two candidates will be 
RE Alex Jun and RE John Bise. Lloyd Kim, MTW Coordinator will present Jun and RE Dan Carrell 
will present Bise. This may be the closest vote we see at the Assembly this year, and it is a fairly 
important one. While to some it may seem ceremonial, the moderator is critical to a well-ordered and
fair assembly. Debate can bog down endlessly without the willingness of a moderator to move the 
process forward sometimes uncomfortably. The moderator also ensures that the majority does not 
bully and the minority does not exasperate the room. Additionally, the moderator has a place on the 
CMC for 5 years, so understanding their view of the denomination is also helpful. John Bise is a well-
respected man for his work as an elder but also a churchman. He is clear-headed and wise. While I 
would call him solidly right-of-center in terms of our PCA polity disagreements (subscription et al), he
is not belligerently so. On the other hand he was not an effective moderator when called upon in the 
Overtures Committee. It was a frustrating experience for many. While I like John, I am not convinced 
he will be an effective moderator. 

While I do not know Alex Jun well, all of my interactions with those who do have been very 
reassuring. He is regarded as theologically astute, confident in debate, able to understand 
complexity with ease, and fair to all sides. I'm glad to support him for moderator this evening. 

Please be present for the vote tonight. It is tempting to visit with friends or family during this time but,
to speak plainly, no one else is empowered to vote your conscience. This is why you are here. If you 
don't show up, we will dramatically strip you of your NP pin and pocket square. I'm just kidding. Also: 
make sure you have a pocket square in those suit jacket pockets, men. We don't live in caves. 

More tomorrow.

Blessed by all of you.

JK
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,
Please forgive me, I misspoke regarding the creation of AICs: the Insider Movement Study 
Committee was actually in response to an overture. I am appreciative to those of you who sent me 
that quick correction.

I also wanted to pass along a perspective from EJ Nusbaum, former moderator of the GA, who was 
also present for RE Bise's service as moderator in the Overtures Committee I mentioned earlier. I 
want to make sure we hear from those who can help us and I found EJ's response to be useful for 
everyone:

James-
I really do appreciate what you do and how you lead us. I especially appreciate your openness to 
other opinions and input. So, I am going to take you up on that invitation. I leave it to your good 
judgment if you want to pass this on to the rest of the Partnership.

Your assessment of the importance of the role of Moderator is spot on. You are also correct that we 
have a tough decision to make tonight.

We do have a tough choice to make tonight and I have not made up my mind yet. So, I am not trying
to start a campaign called “John for Moderator”, but would like to take the opportunity to offer a 
different perspective on John Bise’s leadership of the Overtures Committee a couple of years ago. 
That was a tough year to chair the Overtures Committee. As you will recall, the most controversial 
issue, racial reconciliation, came to the committee from the floor of the Assembly as a personal 
resolution. In the hours the committee struggled with the issue, there were numerous discussions, 
speakers from outside the committee, and many proposals that had to be considered. That was a 
frustrating Assembly for many of us, but in my humble opinion, John Bise was effective and probably
did as well as anyone could have given the circumstances he was put in.

Thanks for the opportunity to give my perspective. I am confident that your thoughtful and serious 
approach to the Kingdom work at the Assembly serves our people well.

In Him,
E J Nusbaum
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Tomorrow there will be a partial report of the Overtures Committee at 11.15am. You  need to be there
in order to vote on important changes to our RAO like Overtures 7 and 18. We have also been given 
a spot for the WIMSC-R, at 2.15pm. So tomorrow you will want to have very fluid plans for lunch and
those two spots marked out on your calendar:

11.15am - OC report (partial)

2.15pm - WIMSC-R

This is not to mention the important moderator vote tonight at 9pm.

I'll let you know where to find me on the floor if you have any additional questions

JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

This morning, before the partial OC report (11.10am) there will be an attempt at new business on the
floor (that is, business not submitted before the Assembly and represented on the docket). The new 
business will focus on further changes to the CMC similar to the ones we've already received. If 
accepted (will need 2/3 vote), the OC will go back into session to deal with these. I'm not in favor of 
receiving the new business, not just because I'm not for cutting the profile of the CMC but also 
because I am not a fan of a rushed OC going back to work. This is why we have deadlines. Since 
the Assembly convenes at 10.45a and there is a partial OC report dealing with an RAO (rules of 
assembly operation) change that would prevent this kind of new business, the new business will 
have to be attempted between 10.45 and 11.10. So we are asking you to be there early to vote on 
this. Please join us at 10.45a, the start of this morning's session.

Some have asked me to explain my view on 7/18. Let me explain:

Overture 7 initially sought to remove all strategic planning from the profile of the CMC. In committee 
we were able to amend the overture such that the language for strategic planning remained, while 
requiring the CMC to work overtures through a presbytery - a task easy enough, only requiring one 
of its well-respected members to work with their, or another presbytery. I am for this overture 
because it accomplishes some helpful goals:

1. It takes some heat off the CMC, limiting the "strong centralized governance" complaint. When the 
CMC handles an overture it becomes radioactive. It is a distraction they don't need when the remedy
is so easy.   

2. Fighting this overture (it was 99-1 in committee) increases     the scrutiny for the committee on, 
again, an issue not worth fighting. Those who are annually looking for watershed moments in our 
denomination will look for anything to seize upon, where there is a concerted fight against something
seen as "conservative" the unity of the assembly is strained. I like to save my bullets for the things 
that matter, and I don't want to amp up the opposition to the CMC any further. I'm hopeful for what 
they can do to serve the Church. 

3. Passing this overture gives the assembly a resounding affirmation of the strategic planning goals 
of the CMC. If we vote with those who have anxiety about the committee the vote will be 
overwhelming. This is useful as the committee continues its business in the years ahead.

Overture 18 is more troublesome. It requires any Ad Interim Committees to bring study committee 
overtures through the OC. The problem, of course, is that the OC then has the ability to change the 
nature of the AIC request before it hits the permanent committee with the expertise to shape it 
meaningfully. Forcing the Assembly to work even AIC requests through the OC first, in my 



opinion, further inflates the operation of the Overtures Committee and weakening the deliberative 
power of the whole (like our permanent committee CoCs), making them the gatekeeper of even the 
questions the assembly seeks to ask itself (via Study committee, for example). This is, for me, 
overreach-territory. 

Glad to hear you brothers about this. See you at 10.45!

JK
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

These votes will occur at 10.20a this morning. 

In these recommendations, there is preference given to geographical representation and age of 
candidates. Our goal is to see a wide representation of Presbyteries as well as younger men serve 
on committees. We've also told you where NP members are present on the ballot. It's important to 
note that this is not a primary criterion but may be helpful to you. As always I am indebted to your 
ability to vote your conscience.

 

CCB // Alternate // TE

TE Roger Collins, Mississippi Valley

TE Worth Carson, South Florida *****



Both candidates are qualified, but there is a significant difference in Presbytery representation. 
Carson is an experienced churchman who will bring helpful perspective. For this reason the floor 
nominee is strongly preferred.

 

CCB // Class of 2021 // RE

RE C. Thompson Harley, Savannah River *****

RE C. Fredric Marcinak, Calvary

Harley is strongly preferred. He is the NC recommendation, represents an under-represented 
Presbytery, and is highly qualified. 

 

MTW // Class of 2022 // TE

TE Mark Bates, Rocky Mountain *****

TE Maranatha Chung, Philadelphia

Bates is strongly preferred. He is a Partnership member. His experience and expertise far outweigh 
the floor nominee.

 

MTW // Class of 2022 // RE

RE Hugh Potts, Mississippi Valley *****

RE Gordon Cloke, Central Florida

Potts is the NC suggestion. He has more experience than the floor nominee. 

 

RUF // Class of 2022 // TE

TE Brad Waller, Savannah River *****

TE Martin (Mike) Biggs, North Texas

Waller is the NC nominee, is younger (which brings an under-represented view on the committee) 
and much of what Biggs brings is already present in other members. Waller preferred.

 



SJC // Class of 2021 // TE

TE Larry Hoop, Ohio Valley *****

TE Guy Prentiss Waters, Mississippi Valley

Hoop is strongly preferred. He is the NC nominee. He’s a Partnership member. He’s in a much less 
represented Presbytery and brings geographic diversity. Finally and most importantly, his balanced 
perspective is far preferred than what the floor nominee would bring.

 

SJC // Class of 2021 // RE

RE Howell (Howie) Burkhalter, Piedmont Triad *****

RE John Bise, Providence

Burkhalter is strongly preferred. He has served two terms on the SJC and has a more representative
view than the floor nominee. We recognize this is one view of many regarding RE Bise. 

 

TEC // Alternate // RE

RE Wes Reynolds, Great Lakes

RE Charles Waldron, Missouri  *****

The floor nominee Waldron has served on TEC previously and has a broader perspective that better 
fits the committee and represents the big tent. Waldron is strongly preferred.

Joel St. Clair
Pastor
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Today's schedule:

9.30a: reconvene. Continued debate on the WIMSC-R, recommendation 4. Please be present as 
margins were thin (a couple dozen votes) at some point yesterday.

10.20: Special Order*: Nominating Committee Report. We will have recommendations for those of 
you looking for additional input regarding committee rosters. This is one of the most important votes 
each year: permanent committees greatly influence our denomination.

2.30p: Report of Racial Reconciliation Study Committee

3.15p: Vote regarding the budget for RRSC recommendations (including the Unity Fund)

3.35p: Overtures committee report (Including Overture 2, which we have discussed previously)

(Non-bold times are estimates. They are listed on the docket but are dependent on how we process 
other business)

*A special order means that we must interrupt current business to deal with an item on the docket. 
This gives us a predictable time for items of special importance.

You should expect at least a couple more emails today, one dealing with recommendations for the 
rest of the WIMSC-R, and another providing advice on committee nominations. Busy day! See you 
on the floor. 

I'll be at Microphone 2 by 9.15a if you have any questions



JK
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: Austin Pfeiffer <aus...@salempresws.org>
Date: June 15, 2017 at 9:51:22 AM EDT
To: James Kessler <ja...@newcityhilliard.org>
Subject: Re: NP Update: GA Day 4

James,

This is Austin, the bald, beardy fellow from the host committee. I wonder if you might be willing to 
send this to the NP. I'll leave it to your discretion. Many thanks!

The Thursday worship service is often the least attended. Tonight, we are celebrating the Lord's 
Supper. In my experience is a new thing, to celebrate it at the final service as well. Please join us
for worship tonight. Come back from dinner early and be present for the supper. Worship is 
formative and it occurs to me our debates are weakened when we do not worship and commune
together. John Bourgeois will be taking us to the table tonight and in his fencing he intends to 
ask us to examine ourselves and our conflict with each other before partaking. Please, please 
join us. Worship our Lord, celebrate the supper. Nothing can be a more positive formation on 
our denomination.

Much love,

Austin Pfeiffer

Winston-Salem, NC

https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Well,
We've had a difficult day in the assembly voting some peculiar things forward. Voting numbers have 
been down. Overture two remains and I believe it needs to be voted down. The docket is a mess 
which means without a SPECIAL ORDER forcing an Overtures report at 4.30Pm we will likely have 
an OC report sometime after dinner with the "middle" being more absent than we'd like (the crowd is 
ordinarily light in evening sessions).

So we need you here at 3.30 for the vote to amend the docket so that the OC report occurs at 430. 
Then we need you here at 4.30 for the report itself! Please spread the word and we will see you at 
3.30

rwootton2010
<rwootton2010@gmail.com>
Jun 16, 2017, 7:15:12 AM





to james, thenp@googlegroups.com

James,

Thank you for all you work leading up to and during the Assembly. I wanted to engage this year and 
wouldn't have been able to as well with you and the rest of the group. I appreciate you all.

Grace and Peace,

Rob Wootton
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

 Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: ‘ps2211’)

All,

Saturday morning GA retrospective. There are several things for which to be thankful:

- Worship has to be an indicator of something healthy in the PCA. When we turn our eyes to Jesus 
good things happen in our denomination. It isn't like that everywhere. We had 
three beautiful worship services. There were moments I teared up (that's really emotional for me) 
at the breadth and beauty of the Gospel presented to us in the liturgy mediated by the body of Christ
much broader than we often believe. Even I was there, and given my heart, that's something. We 
received the means of grace together and it was awesome. The word was preached skillfully with 
desperate joy.

-The WIMSC-R (Women in Ministry Study Committee - Report) was presented to the PCA and 
represented some of the best of Presbyterian thought on the issue. It was a study guaranteed to fully
please almost no one. And yet most I met found something to be encouraged about. The 
presentation of the committee, and specifically the competency of those who authored the 
report, filled me with pride. We have been given many gifts in the PCA. If you haven't already read
it I would plead with you to do so. The final report felt like it also began a dialogue not just with each 
other but the women in our denomination. My sense was that it urged us, with faithfulness to the 

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Scriptures, to open the guild of theologians and leaders to the gifted women in our denomination. I'm
not going to qualify that statement. We have taken our vows and that should be enough. 

-The broadening of our understanding of the body ethnically. While it was not the aim to 
elect somebody non-white, I was grateful to vote for someone both skillfully orthodox and Korean as 
our moderator. Any denomination must hold to the beauty of the Great Commission's 
fidelity and mission. When I see diversity it helps me believe the Gospel is true. If the growth of the 
church in this way is proof of Jesus' Ascension, then it is also proof that he will come again. 

-Hearing of the progress of the Racial Reconciliation Study Committee - these men are going to 
present us with an incredible report next year - and their intent to move beyond the report to specific 
actions, makes me think we are on the verge of a tremendous movement of the Spirit in our 
churches. The people on this committee are simply at the top of their game. Do pray for them as 
they continue to work. When the continued funding for this committee came to the floor there was 
not a peep, not one objection to the continued provision of funds and time for their work. That was 
incredible. 

-The display of new involvement at this GA. Many of you in the NP have joined within the last year.
Our group of pastors is not large but nearly all of our 200+ were either directly involved in doing the 
work of the denomination this week, or were engaged at a distance. I worked with a lot of new faces.
You new guys were asking good questions, crafting motions, present for every major vote, 
worshipping well at the evening services, and keeping up with our whiskey consumption. Well done, 
brothers. 

We had significant disappointments too, regarding committee nominations, and a minority report for 
RPR concerning the images of Jesus. I am not foolish enough to think the National Partnership can 
insulate us completely from these disappointments, but I take responsibility for not recognizing some
key moments, allowing our people to be taken by surprise on the floor of the Assembly. The ground 
lost is not significant, in my opinion, but the SJC took a casual step to the "right" and personally I 
would like us to undo, soon, a truly absurd ruling (in my opinion) and misapplied WLC109 exception. 
In light of what has been accomplished the last four years this is barely a stagger, much less a step 
backward. I have some ideas about what that means for us moving forward, to ensure that the broad
middle of the denomination is represented in these moments. I'll post something in the next couple of
weeks as I capture the after-action feedback from others.  

My report: this week made me much more thankful for the PCA. That's a good week.

JK

sepccal@comcast.net
<sepccal@comcast.net>
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to james, TheNP@googlegroups.com

Concerning WC109 - I forget that some of you are new to this debate which has been a bone of 
contention since I joined the PCA in 1982. Please read the RPCES study on this matter. This is 
part of the historical record of the PCA the PCA has never adopted this position. You can read it 
here:  http://www.pcahistory.org/findingaids/rpces/docsynod/332.html

And James - a big debt for all your labors. The prize for winning the pool of guessing the 
number of points of order at next year's GA will be a signed copy of one of James's sermons.

cal
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Hello friends,
Hope you all enjoyed the summer off from denominational "organizing," but I wanted to give you a bit
of a long look at things, including a suggested timeline for involvement in the polity world of the PCA.
That is, here's what's next everyone:

My assessment of last year's General Assembly includes the belief that we continue to become 
healthier as a denomination, while recognizing that we, perhaps, shuffled backwards a step. I 
believe we made a decision on the floor, regarding the use of images in worship, that was 



particularly unhealthy and some committee choices, particularly on the SJC, that will be a challenge 
for the cause of continued unity and growth. We had extended and highly picky debates that 
discouraged first-time attenders. Still, there was much to love as there always seems to be. 

The health of our denomination can be most affected by the involvement of us all at the following 
levels:

1. Presbytery Health | working toward presbyteries as real courts of care for pastors (a goal 
that involves the heavy lifting of both pastors AND elders). When our presbyteries are 
healthy our denomination will be healthy. All of us actively working to resource one another 
on best practices for presbyteries - including modifying by-laws, planning retreats, selecting 
meeting schedules most conducive to brotherly love and spiritual formation, etc. Brothers, I 
am reminded of Ray Cortese’s statement about his own presbytery attendance when he said
that Central Florida presbytery is so good for him that he would have no problem inviting an 
unchurched person to attend. Imagine that! We can work toward this together. My goal this 
year is for us to have a plan in place for strengthening the care present in our presbyteries.    

2. Involvement in the work of the General Assembly | This means making plans to engage 
nearly year-round in committee work, planning, reading, discussion groups, etc. We simply 
have to ensure that there is not a single NP presbytery without representation at the 
Nominating Committee and RPR. My goal this year is that, at the very least, every one of our
presbyteries is engaged in denominational committee work.   I hope you will all volunteer for 
these positions. 

3. Making General Assembly attendance a mandatory expenditure in your budget, and 
ensuring that you are present. Believe it or not, if you cannot afford to make it to presbytery 
there are churches willing to help fund attendees. This year we need to make it our goal that 
none of the men in this group are prevented from attending GA due to financial constraints. If
you are willing to do the committee work and you’re willing to show up and vote at the 
Assembly, we will do our best to get you there. My goal this year is that we establish a 
regular process for getting underfunded pastors to the Assembly.   

The question you may be asking is, “is this really worth the trouble?” I understand that. As a church 
planter, my time for denominational work has been minimized. But I want to tell you about why I love 
this denomination. I met the PCA as a know-nothing middle schooler from a broken home. Because 
the PCA loves church planting a church plant planted a youth group in my neighborhood. It proved to
be my lifeline. Because the PCA loves and supports higher education I was able to attend Covenant 
College while being at a significant financial disadvantage. That’s where I met my wife, where I 
solidified my calling to ministry, where I learned about Kuyper and Schaeffer, Keller and Novenson 
and Neighbors, where I first experienced cross-cultural ministry and the Trinity Hymnal. Because the 
PCA loves to train pastors, even broken ones (there are no other kinds), my wife and I found 
Covenant Seminary and were trained to meet sin with redemption, everywhere. And because the 
PCA loves the future of God more than golden past I have been led by many voices toward optimism
about what we can accomplish in a world expecting much, much less from churches and ministers. I 
really do believe we have the best game in town, and we have the tools to lovingly engage and 
protect the vulnerable and preach with power and heal wounds. But this will not just happen. It 
requires highly dedicated men and women to be committed to the cause in our little corner of the 
Church. 
Ten years ago in my little town thirty percent regularly attended church. Now it’s one in eight. I bet 
my little town isn’t much different than yours in that regard. The field is ripe for harvest and this is the
field the Lord has given us and these are the tools. My argument for dedicated engagement is 
simple: let’s do the best we can with what we have. 

More next week. Start looking at your presbytery meeting schedule to figure out when you need to 
get your name in the hat for committees, NomCom or RPR. Thanks, all of you, for indulging me here 
and for joining in the work.



JK  
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Thankful to Cal Boroughs who, in addition to being a fine churchman, pointed out my autocorrect 
mistake. Randy Nabors, of course, not Neighbors, is a name worth getting right. And it gives me a 
quick chance to brag on him once again - in college my first thought that Heaven would be better 
than I expected was a visit to New City in Chattanooga. Is it possible to pay a higher compliment to 
the church of Jesus? May we all show people the Kingdom even better than we preach it. 

Warmly,

JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Hello all,

I wanted to write this note to remind you of two things:

1. You are about to enter into fall presbytery meetings. NOW, not later, is the time to ask your stated 
clerk or nominating committee to add you to these particular committees: Nominating Committee 
(one-day meeting in Atlanta, expenses paid), Review of Presbytery Records (multi-day meeting in 
Atlanta in May, expenses paid), Overtures Committee at the Assembly. Those three are of critical 
importance and all of you have as much right as any in your presbytery to participate in this critical 
work. I’m interested in the broadest possible representation of the PCA in her courts; I believe we 
are a good reflection of the majority, so we need to participate in the work. We will keep track, here, 
of those who are already serving and which presbyteries have made their appointments so you can 
know where vacancies exist. 

2. I have said many times that I do not intend for the NP to be a “visioning” organization, and I want 
to keep to that promise. But I would like to offer the following observation, as just one of the many 
here. As always I will not be putting forth any kind of public initiative, but I hope you’ll indulge me.

During my time in the denomination we have assumed a Progressive-Conservative dance as a ritual 
we needed to fulfill in order to live as the PCA. The assumption is that conservatives need 
progressives and progressives need conservatives, that the PCA must keep her fringes healthy by 
pursuing a sort of, forgive me for the wonkish term, a dialectic - a see-saw of give and take where 
we expect to be pulled in both directions and so we by necessity settle somewhere in the middle. I 
do not agree with that. While I believe there is a majority, I am not fond of calling that majority, the 
“middle.” Instead, I would like to see us conceive together of the greatest things we can do in 
fulfilling the Great Commission and go there not with a balance born of the Progressive-
Conservative dance, a slow, clumsy, trot around the same old fields of harvest. Instead what if we 
did not worry about whether we were creating friction, or objection, and simply went for the Gospel 
as the best version of the PCA that we can be? What if we determined to find fields where we 
haven’t reaped, whether in poorer communities as well as wealthier communities, rural and urban, 
minority as well as majority populations? What if we were free to ask questions about the way we’ve 
always done things, to amend whatever needs to be amended - to reform, continually, whatever we 



need to reform? To look at ourselves and see who we really are, in 2017, as a denomination, and be 
willing to seek the Lord’s counsel for our future together. And when we hear it, to go unreservedly. 

I believe the only thing limiting this generation of pastors and elders in that task is our dedication to 
the dialectic, the dance, the see-saw. It takes two to see-saw; I’m recommending that we give it up. 

Now I don’t want you to fear that I’ve lost my commitment to charity and love for all our brothers (and
sisters) at work in the denomination. And know also that I love and embrace our fathers and 
grandfathers in the PCA. I cannot begin to express all that we owe them. Part of what we owe them 
is a vital, courageous, beautiful denomination. In the process we will have to free ourselves from 
thinking that charity and love for all means that we cannot charitably run instead of walking, that we 
cannot continue to love our friends and co-laborers from the boundaries of other denominations, in 
other corners of the Kingdom of God. Please think and pray about this, that we might approach this 
year’s denominational work asking only to see Jesus and to do what he does. 

More next week. Do that committee work!

JK
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Just a quick reminder.



The best venues for involvement at GA: The Overtures Committee, Admin Committee

The best “bang for your buck” committee work: 

The Nominating Committee (meets in March) and Review of Presbytery Records (meets in May)

NOW is the time to alert the clerk of your presbytery   about your interest in these particular areas. 

To Do:

1. Volunteer for committee work with your Clerk

2. Let me know where you’re volunteering so that we can put together a vacancies list. 

Can you communicate with your Clerk within the next week?

Thanks so much for helping us serve the denomination and our little corner of the Kingdom. 

JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com



Quick reminder, before we go into the Christmas communication vacuum, that we are asking you to 
make your intentions known to your presbytery clerks NOW about your desire to stand for 
nomination to denominational committees and General Assembly Committees of Commissioners. 

We’ve received some of your updated committee work, please let us know, in particular, if you’ve 
been added to the Nominating Committee, Review of Presbytery Records, or the Overtures 
Committee (these three are the most critical areas of involvement for ensuring the work of the 
denomination is done well), and other General Assembly work.

Thanks all. 

hjin29
<hjin29@gmail.com>
unread,
Dec 13, 2017, 11:41:48 AM





to james, TheNP@googlegroups.com

I’m on the Nominating Committee. Korean Capital Presbytery. 

Hansoo Jin
Pastor
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